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encouraged to deeply explore the language of our primary literature. There are many
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Personal Pronouns in Kindergarten Read-Aloud Texts
The Rainbow Fish found the cave. It was very dark inside and he couldn’t see
anything. Then suddenly two eyes caught him in their glare and the octopus emerged
from the darkness (Pfister, 1992, p.11). The above three sentences represent a small, but
meaningful example of pronoun usage in a kindergarten level read-aloud text, The
Rainbow Fish, by Marcus Pfister. In that small example of text, four pronouns, it, he, him
and their exist. They all are important because they refer back to the condition of the
setting, the Rainbow Fish and the ominous octopus just seeing the Rainbow Fish. It refers
to the cave. He refers to the Rainbow fish. Him refers to the something the octopus
cannot see which is the Rainbow fish, and their refers to the eyes of the octopus. These
pronouns help the reader keep track of the flow of the characters within a story without
having to repeat the actual names of the characters over and over again. What exactly are
pronouns and how do they do this?
The online Concise Oxford English Dictionary of Linguistics (n.d.) states that a
pronoun is a word that can function as a noun phrase used by itself and that refers either
to the participants in the discourse (e.g. I, you), or to someone or something mentioned
elsewhere in the discourse (e.g., she, it, this), or to someone or something that exists
completely out of the present situation (e.g., he, she, it, this) (Mathews, 2007). The prior
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example includes not only pronoun he, but him and their as well. These pronouns could
be difficult for young students, especially those whose native language is not English.
Imagine a five year old with emergent to intermediate literacy skills in English trying to
listen to a teacher read aloud this story. The child may only have an emerging idea about
how pronouns vary by gender and number. With all of these challenges, the paragraph
could easily be confusing to understand. Consider the it used in the second sentence.
What does it refer to? Is it referring to the fish or the cave? In this case, the referent for it
is immediately before the pronoun and refers to the antecedent, the cave. However, if
one is a young emergent English Learner (EL) this could be confusing. Also consider
him and their. The two eyes caught him in their glare (Pfister, 1992, p.11). Him refers
back to the Rainbow Fish, but who is their referring to? In this case, their, refers to
something that has not been mentioned, yet the referent comes after the pronoun that is
mentioned and is referring to the two eyes of the octopus. How confusing! The reader
must read carefully to keep track of the referents even if she is a native English speaker,
let alone a young emergent EL who is new to reading and writing.
Another issue to consider is how pronoun gender is used regarding children’s
book texts that have animal main characters. Wallace’s (1998) text presents this issue:
(1)The new little frog sits on a lily pad. His legs are strong now. He can
breathe through his nostrils. His skin is dotted with tiny gold spots. Frogs must
keep their skin slimy. He hops back in the pond and swims for a while. Then he
climbs onto a log. Another frog climbs up and sits down beside him. Now fullgrown, he dives through the water. He's not afraid of the stickleback. He swims
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past the beetle. In the pond he watches and waits. What does he see with his
round beady eye? A fly lands above him. He creeps closer and closer. But a big
frog jumps up. It snatches the fly with its long, sticky tongue (pp.20-28).
In the above example, two frogs are mentioned in the text with the main character
identified with the pronoun, he and the other frog is referred to as it. Why is one frog he
and the other frog is referred to as it? This inconsistency may be confusing to an EL.
Marshall ‘s (1989) version of the The Three Little Pigs uses inconsistent pronouns when
referring to the pigs. Sometimes a pig is referred to as it and sometimes as he. These
examples inspire me to track pronouns for animal character in kindergarten texts to see if
there is a pattern in gender usage. Are animals most often referred to as he or it?
Currently, I am a kindergarten EL teacher in a suburb of a metropolitan area in the
upper Midwest. My students speak a variety of native languages with Somali and
Spanish being the most common. At the kindergarten level, we read books aloud often.
In the process of reading aloud kindergarten texts (henceforth known as read-alouds) to
my ELs, I noticed that they have trouble comprehending texts that I read to them that
have various kinds of pronouns in them. Students also have difficulties retelling stories
both that have been read to them and personal stories they tell in class. Read-alouds are a
common method for exposing children’s literature and thematic units to students in
primary grades (Kamil, 2000). The mainstream kindergarten curriculum at the school
where I teach uses read-aloud texts to introduce language arts, math, science, and social
studies units.
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When I facilitate conversations before, during, or after a read-aloud session,
students make mistakes using pronouns. For example, students in my class often misuse
he for she and vice versa when discussing personal connections, predictions, and retelling
of events involving people. Due to this widespread usage of read-aloud texts at my school
and the interesting misuse and comprehension issues surrounding pronouns, I decided a
text analysis of pronoun usage in kindergarten read-aloud texts would be useful.
Role of the Researcher
My role is that of an EL professional who specializes in the knowledge of
educating kindergarten ELs in literacy skills. The population of ELs in my self-contained
kindergarten classroom (also known as a Kindergarten Language Experience classroom
or KLE) is diverse with 10 different native languages represented and a mixture of
newcomer to advanced oral proficiency level ELs. The students spend half the day with
me in my self-contained EL class and half the day with their mainstream peers. Content is
studied in both classes but with a particular emphasis on language in my classroom.
Specifically, my role in this project is to observe and analyze mainstream
kindergarten texts to see how pronouns are used. This means tracking how many different
kinds of pronouns are used, how frequently they are used, and how they are used in
relationship to referents. For the purpose of salience and brevity, I am choosing to only
focus on subject personal pronouns this study. The texts chosen for this study are
common fiction read-aloud texts classic to children’s literature.
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Background of the Researcher
As briefly mentioned previously, this study is important to me professionally
because I use kindergarten read-aloud texts frequently in my teaching to introduce new
concepts as do my mainstream teacher peers. If I am able to improve my ability to
analyze texts searching for important grammatical features (in this case pronouns) and
how they are used, I can better pre-teach and directly teach these grammatical features to
students in age-appropriate ways that might be generalized across content area texts and
other read-alouds. Also, I can help make these grammatical features salient to the
mainstream teachers as well if I know what is in the grade level curriculum. In my
opinion, this is something that ESL teachers should be doing to support the language
acquisition of English.
My potential biases for this study are that I believe fiction read-alouds are a useful
and commonly featured text in kindergarten. I also believe that pre-teaching concepts and
directly having a focus on form (in this case teaching what pronouns are) are effective
methods for teaching ELs. I believe that focus on form is a useful method for teaching
ELs but should be balanced with hands-on activities that expose students to concepts
without always focusing on just the form, especially at the kindergarten level.

Guiding Questions
The issues above have led me to want to find an answer to the following question:
How are subject pronouns used in kindergarten level fiction read-aloud text? How often
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do they appear? Which appear most often? How are they used in relationship to the
referents?
Summary
In this study, I focus on how subject personal pronouns are used in kindergarten
level fiction read-aloud texts. This is important because I have found that subject personal
pronouns can be difficult to use and comprehend in relation to texts. It is also important
because pronouns are a common part of speech that are necessary to know, understand,
and use while learning English. Read-aloud texts are the preferred type of text for this
study because they are the first mode for emergent literacy exposure in school. Many ELs
do not start reading independently until mid-way through the kindergarten year. Others
may not have the phonemic awareness to do this until near the end of the kindergarten
year. Finally, fiction texts are chosen for this study because of their common usage and
abundance at the primary levels. In summary, I am interested in how pronouns are used,
which are most prevalent, and in what context are they used in regards to their referents.
Chapter Overviews
In Chapter One I introduced the topic of my research by explaining the
importance of text analysis in kindergarten read-aloud texts particularly concerning the
topic of pronouns. The context of the study was briefly explained as was the role,
assumptions, and biases of the researcher. Background information of the researcher was
also provided. In Chapter Two, I provide a literature review relevant to pronoun usage
and text analysis, kindergarten read-alouds, and curriculum. Chapter Three offers a
description of the research design and methodology that guides my study. It will include
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an explanation of how the pronoun data are collected, analyzed, and how the results will
be displayed. Chapter Four presents and discusses results and findings from the text
analysis. Chapter Five will reflect on the data collected, limitations to the study,
implications for further research, and possible teaching implications. I will also include
an appendix with a reference list of the books analyzed in this study.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this study is to explore how personal pronouns are used in
kindergarten level children’s read-aloud fiction text. At the school where I teach,
teachers read aloud to their students often, at least twice a day as students listen and try to
comprehend the meanings from the texts. Teachers read aloud to introduce topics for
various content areas. In my class, conversations with students during and after reading
have revealed that they confuse pronoun use when discussing comprehension of text. In
stories with multiple characters, students may mix up the actions of various characters or
say he for she and vice versa. This made me question how pronouns are presented in
children’s read-aloud texts. Which pronouns are most frequently used? And, more
importantly, how are the pronouns used in conjunction with the referents (what the
pronoun refers to)? Are the referents in close proximity to the pronoun and is it clear
what the pronoun is referring to or does the reader have to somehow infer it? These are
topics I thought about when developing my research question, which piqued my interest
to do a deep analysis of pronouns in a few children’s read-aloud fiction texts.
This chapter presents a discussion of the following topics: 1) children’s readaloud texts, 2) reference and subject personal pronouns, 3) potential transfer and
development issues, and 4) text analysis. Definitions for each of the above topics along
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with a discussion of its relevance to this study will be provided. Finally, this literature
review will provide a brief history of prior studies that relate to my study and support the
need for text analysis of subject pronoun usage in children’s read-aloud kindergarten
texts.
What are Children’s Read-Aloud Books?
Read-alouds are a widely accepted best practice for reading instruction in a
balanced literacy program (Araujo, 2006; Cooper & Kiger, 2009; Lacedonia, 1999;
Zemelman, Daniels & Hyde, 2005). Read-aloud is a mode of literacy instruction in which
a teacher or a more capable reader, be it a parent or peer, reads a book aloud to a listener.
Though there may be times during this mode of instruction during which the teacher
elicits conversation, the primary job of the listener is to listen and comprehend (Cooper &
Kiger, 2009; Lacedonia, 1999; Zemelman, Daniels & Hyde, 2005).
Read-alouds are not to be confused with other modes of reading instruction that
require the listener to participate in the actual reading such as guided reading or shared
reading.). Guided reading is an instructional reading method where the teacher guides
the process of reading with a small group of students at the same reading level with the
same text. The teacher introduces text, listens to individuals read, prompts students to
look for or use specific reading skills, and then engages them in a discussion about the
text. Guided reading can be observational or interactive (Cooper & Kiger, 2009). For
example, observational guided reading is a mode of instruction that focuses on teacherled observation and coaching of students’ reading strategy use. Interactive guided reading
is a mode that includes both student and teacher participation in the reading process to
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help decode, verify, predict, or check for comprehension (Cooper & Kiger, 2009). In
shared reading, a teacher reads aloud a story and then invites student to join in the
reading or rereading of a text when the students are able and interested. This mode of
reading is often used in rhymes, poems, and favorite short texts to help emergent readers
read. Guided reading and shared reading sessions do include both the teacher and student
as readers, whereas read-alouds do not; the teacher is the primary reader (Cooper &
Kiger, 2009).
During a typical read-aloud session, the teacher leads a discussion about the book
before, during, and after the reading. When reading, a teacher checks for prior knowledge
pertinent to comprehending the text and provides necessary background information.
Then, as the book is being read, the teacher stops reading to discuss important events or
characters during the reading, highlights vocabulary, or explains grammatical features.
Finally, students discuss the main ideas and sequence of events in the form of a retell
(Cooper & Kiger, 2009). So far, modes of read-aloud instruction have been discussed but
have not been defined in terms of which books are the most appropriate for read-aloud
book instruction. Any books can be used for read-alouds. They might be fiction or nonfiction, a part of any genre, and can be read at any age, though read-alouds are most often
used in early primary literacy modes of instruction (Cooper & Kiger, 2009).

Why are Children’s Read-aloud Texts Important?
As the federal report, Becoming a Nation of Readers (National Academy of
Education, 1985) suggests, read-alouds are extremely important for building the
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knowledge required for eventual success in reading. Read-alouds expose students to a
variety of topics. They provide excellent modeling for decoding, fluency, sentence
structure, and exemplary writing styles. They expose students to authentic literature that
can be tied to a variety of content themes. When Lacedonia (1999) conducted her study
on why teachers do read-alouds, the two most common reasons were their versatile
ability to connect with many different content themes and their positive exposure to
authentic literature. Moreover, she says that read-alouds are a great way to introduce
emergent readers to the joys of storytelling and reading. In order to better comprehend,
discuss, and enjoy read-alouds, it is important to have a working knowledge of various
grammatical features.
Grammatical Features: Pronouns and Cohesion
Pronouns
In English, there are several forms for expressing reference such as pronouns,
demonstratives, and comparatives, to name a few (Celce-Murcia & Larsen-Freeman,
1999). These referential terms do not have their own semantic meaning, but instead make
reference to something or someone else (Frederiksen, 1982). Personal pronouns can be
subject, object, or possessive. For the purposes of this study, I will focus only on singular
and plural subject personal pronouns as other forms of pronouns are beyond the scope of
this study.
See Table 1 for a review list of singular and plural subject pronouns (Azar, 2000;
Celce Murcia & Larsen-Freeman, 1999).
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Table 1
Singular and plural subject pronouns
Subject Pronouns
I

Singular
1st person

Plural

you

1st person

2nd person

he/she/it

3rd person

we

1st person

they

3rd person

Generally speaking, pronouns are used as a substitute for a noun (N) or a noun phrase
(NP) as in the following example.
The black cat meowed at Suzy.
SUB NP

OBJ N

Then, he scratched her.
SUB PRN

OBJ PRN

He refers back to the black cat and is a subject pronoun. Her refers back to Suzy and is an
object pronoun. This noun, the black cat, that the subject pronoun, he, refers to is called
an antecedent.
Cohesion
Pronouns and how they relate to their referents can be defined in cohesive terms
(Celce-Murcia & Larsen-Freeman, 1999 Payne, 2006). Cohesion refers to the
grammatical and lexical relationships within and between sentences in a text; it is the link
that glues texts together and provides meaning (Mathews, 2007). In Halliday and
Hasan’s Cohesion in English (as cited in Celce-Murcia & Larsen-Freeman, 1999) five
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different categories of cohesion for discourse are identified: reference, ellipsis,
substitution, conjunction, and lexical cohesion. For the purposes of this study, I will focus
on the cohesion category of pronominal reference. Referential devices related to cohesion
include anaphora, zero, anaphora, cataphora, exophora, and deictic expressions.
Anaphoric reference is a referential device that an author uses to refer back to a
noun phrase that has been previously referred to, the antecedent. This antecedent can be
in the same text, sentence, or phrase (Payne, 2006). An example of anaphoric reference is
shown in (2).
(2) The bus driver slammed on the brakes. He almost hit the stop sign.
Here the anaphor is he and refers back to the previously mentioned bus driver. This is an
example anaphoric pronoun between sentences.
Zero anaphora, also referred to as zero pronoun, is an anaphoric device that lacks
a phonetic form (Oh, 2005; Payne, 2006). This occurs when there is an obvious omission
of a reference as in the following example:
(3) Lily went home and cried.
The zero pronoun exists between and and cried. The gap could be replaced with
and she cried.
Cataphoric reference is a pronoun that occurs before the noun phrase it identifies.
An example of cataphoric reference is presented in (4). It is the opposite of anaphoric
reference and is typically used much less often than anaphoric reference (Payne, 2006).
Cataphora when used across sentences can be effective in providing description and
building suspense.
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(4) Here she comes, the woman of the hour... It’s the birthday girl, our dear
Mary!
Exophoric reference is a form of reference that does not form cohesion because it
refers to something that is not within the same oral or written text. It is often used to
connect text with the outside world and this connection may be very specific. Consider
the following example of exophora:
(5) Ugh! They always forget to signal when switching lanes on the freeway!
When this statement is taken out of context in which it was said we do not know who the
speaker is referring to by the word they. The speaker A, may be talking to another person,
B, while driving behind friends, C and D. They would then be friends C and D. Since
nothing is referred to specifically previously or after about friends C and D, then the
reference is exophoric. Friends C and D are not explicitly mentioned in the text.
Exophoric references can be deictic as well. Deictic expressions occur when the
reference comes from within the context that it was produced in relationship to the
speaker. Crystal (1987) defines deictic forms as a reference that can only be interpreted in
relationship to a speaker’s position in space or time. Deictic expressions can be personal
(e.g. I, you), spatial (e.g. this/that, here/there), or temporal (e.g. then, now). For the
purposes of this study, only personal pronouns will be discussed.
The following are deictic examples:
(6) After almost falling asleep during the movie, I slapped myself.
This example is deictic as myself refers back to I, The I is deictic as the listener or reader
would have to be there in order to know who the word I is referring to.
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(7) Do you like the smell of the lilacs? I think they smell fabulous.
In this example, the lilacs are the antecedent to the anaphoric expression they. In order to
know who I is and which lilacs specifically, one would have to be there which means the
expression is also deictic. It should also be noted that since all personal pronouns are
deictic, meaning shifts depending on the speaker. This may add even more difficulty for
the learner.
In texts, sometimes, pronominal referents are omitted completely. Other times,
they are omitted when a phrase needs to be repeated such as in this collection of
sentences in (8).:
(8)

A. Can you go with me to the doctor?
B. I can.
C. When?
D. 3:00pm on Thursday.

These are examples of ellipsis (Celce-Murcia & Larson-Freeman, 1999). In B, I can
could be replaced with I can do it but the phrase do it is deleted. It is the same with
sentence C and D.
Pronoun Comprehension Issues
Pronouns and cohesive ties are important because they build the grammatical
background knowledge necessary for understanding the research questions for this study,
which will be discussed later in this chapter and in Chapter Three. Unclear pronominal
referents, referents that are not in close proximity to the referent, omitted referents, or
exophoric referents can cause difficulty for readers to follow the flow of a text
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(Frederiksen, 1981; Gundel, Hedberg, & Zacharski, 2005; Towson, 2012). If this can be
difficult for native-speaking readers, I would claim this is even more difficult for English
Learners (ELs), especially at the kindergarten level. Then if an EL is to add the
consideration of how the reference is addressed in English, following the thread of text
cohesion may be overwhelming. To add further complication, some native languages of
ELs use pronouns differently. More over, at the kindergarten level, students may just be
beginning to become developmentally ready to comprehend and manage elements that
are naturally part of pronoun reference. The following paragraphs discuss subject
pronoun issues in relationship to Somali and Spanish. They also discuss how native and
second language developmental sequences play a role in the ability to comprehend
referential pronouns.
Possible Language Transfer Issues in Somali and Spanish
My KLE classes includes several Somali and Spanish speakers. Both languages
are languages that do not need a pronoun in subject position ; they are pro-drop
languages(Antón-Méndez, 2010; Byron, 2002; Gibbs, 2007). For example, if someone
sees a student with crossed arms and a frown on his face at playtime and asks him what is
wrong? Both Somali and Spanish speaking students answered that question with am mad.
They omit the subject position pronouns, I, when trying to tell me they are mad that a
fellow classmate is not sharing toys. This is a language transfer issue as students do not
always need to use something in subject position, and they carry this grammatical
construction with them into English. In Gibbs’ (2007) study about Somali and Spanish as
pro-drop languages, she notes that Somali and Spanish speakers learning English
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generally need extra instruction late into their L2 development reminding students to fill
in subject positions with overt pronouns. This suggests that students with native pro-drop
languages may not notice pronoun reference and cohesion when trying to comprehend
English. If the use of subject position pronouns is not always necessary in students’
native languages, noticing pronoun reference and cohesion could be problematic in their
read-aloud comprehension.
Noun gender differences may also be a source of language transfer issues. Both
Somali and Spanish are languages that have grammatical gender (Batchelor, 2006; Saeed,
1999). Grammatical gender refers to the grammatical category of labeling nouns as either
masculine or feminine (Mathews, 2007). In languages that have grammatical gender, all
nouns are labeled with a gender, even inanimate ones. This is different from English,
which has notional gender that refers to humans and animals as he or she based on the
actual sex of the being in question (Mathews, 2007). In English, not all nouns are labeled
as either feminine or masculine. Inanimate objects can be referred to without gender
using the pronoun it. Consider the following French example, la table. Table is feminine
in French and is an example of grammatical gender. In French, table is arbitrarily labeled
as feminine. However, in English, table, is not labeled with any gender.
Spanish contains some grammatical gender. Inanimate objects are arbitrarily
assigned for each noun. Male persons, or the male form of certain higher animals (lions,
tiger, horses, cows, dogs), are labeled masculine and female persons or female forms of
these animals are labeled feminine (Batchelor, 2006). The label of higher animals, or
more familiar, vs. lower animals, or less familiar, appears to be arbitrary as well. Lower
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animals such as toads, spiders, frogs, squirrels, and pumas have fixed, arbitrary gender.
For example, squirrel in Spanish, la ardilla, is always labeled feminine. If a person wants
to refer to a male squirrel, macho, is added to the word, not el. Thus, a ‘male squirrel’ in
Spanish is la ardilla macho (Batchelor, 2006). Spanish also has many lists of
male/female distinctions referring to people as well that are distinguished by changing the
ending of the noun. Endings such as –o, -or, ón, ín, or és may switch to –a to show the
feminine form as in the example el professor (male), vs., la profesora (female)
(Batchelor, 2006). Spanish has many other gender considerations that could be discussed
but will not be due to the small scope and nature of this paper. Regardless, the difference
between Spanish and English in terms of how gender is used is great. This could cause
many difficulties for ELs when referring to animals and inanimate objects if they are used
to assigning a particular gender for each noun they know.
Native Somali speaking ELs could just as easily encounter difficulty with gender
as Somali also has grammatical gender. All nouns are either masculine or feminine in
form (Saeed, 1999). Many nouns change their gender when they become plural. Some
nouns go from masculine to feminine. Others go from masculine to feminine. Still others
go from masculine to masculine but change the ending of the word. An example of this
change in gender with the plural form is the word year in Somali. Year starts out as
masculine, sánnad. When it becomes the plural form it changes to feminine, sannaddó.
Somali is also a topic-comment language in which first the topic to be discussed is
introduced and then the subject is repeated and commented upon. The subject and verb
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that is commenting on the topic must match the topic’s gender. Consider the following
example (9) from (Saeed, 1987).
(9)

‘The truck came.’
Baabùurkii wùu yimi.
Babbùur-kii (M) wàa+uu yimi
Truck: M-the

it: M

came: 3SG M.

It and came also have to be masculine since the topic, truck, is masculine.
These considerations of all nouns having a gender, some change gender when they are
plural, and the subjects and verbs need to match the noun in gender are all big differences
in language use in English.
Due to the complicated arbitrary nature of grammatical gender and the many
nuances that need to be accounted for when expressing nouns in languages that account
for gender, Somali and Spanish ELs may encounter language transfer issues. These issues
could explain some confusion in the use and identification of subject pronouns when
speaking, reading, and writing, between he, she, they, or it. This is possible when
referring to people, animals, or inanimate objects.
Developmental Concerns
Developmental concerns in terms of cognitive development by age and second
language acquisition development stage can effect whether or not a student comprehends
pronominal reference. Wykes’ (1983) article, The Role of Inferences and Children’s
Comprehension of Pronouns, presents several issues regarding native English-speaking
five-year-olds’ ability to comprehend pronoun reference due to their cognitive
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development. Wykes argues that five year olds understand only some of the linguistic
rules related to pronoun reference. They can typically use gender and number to draw
conclusions about a pronoun referent. However, it is more difficult for students at this age
to handle the cognitive load necessary to comprehend sentences that have more than one
pronoun. Wykes also notes that children at this age struggle to make a pronoun referent
connection when an inference has to be made.
When teaching ELs, teachers not only need to consider cognitive development,
but also linguistic stages as well. Owens (2008) states that the approximate
developmental stage for native English speakers to learn the pronouns he, she, and we are
at 31 to 34 months. Children learn you and me between 27-30 months, and I and it by 12
to 26 months. The fact that it takes three years before native English speakers develop
pronouns he and she implies that expecting new-to-country KLE students to grasp
referential pronouns is not realistic. Age and language acquisition stages are important
factors for considering comprehension of referential pronouns and cohesion.
To summarize, students might struggle comprehending the use of pronouns when
they are reading for several reasons. For one, if students do not have knowledge of how
pronoun reference and cohesion work in English, they may not have the necessary
grammatical background knowledge to understand the flow of a text (Mathews, 2007).
Second, if students have native languages that are pro-drop languages, such as Somali or
Spanish, they may not be used to noticing subject position pronouns and their referential
importance (Gibbs, 2007). Finally, if students are not at an appropriate second language
acquisition stage or are not at a developmentally age-appropriate stage they will not be
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able to naturally access the concept of pronoun reference or cohesion (Owens, 2008;
Wykes, 1983). It is from the above explanation of reference that leads me to consider
how are pronouns used in kindergarten children’s fiction texts. One way to examine how
a grammatical feature such as subject pronouns are used in a text is to perform a text
analysis. The following section provides a brief definition of text analysis, the history of
text analysis, and an explanation of how it is useful in classroom learning.
Text Analysis
Text analysis investigates salient language structures in a text to better understand
how these structures provide meaning in a text (Bazerman & Prior, 2004). Bazerman &
Prior (2004) define text in a broad manner as “any written transcription.”
Text analysis is more about studying what texts do by their inherent structure and
how this impacts the creation of meaning rather than focusing only on what the author
means on the surface. Bazerman and Prior (2004) offer many ways that text analysis
provides deeper analysis. These include various linguistic, rhetorical, and pictorial pieces
that make meaning. Text analysis can also demonstrate how texts interact with other
texts, how people recognize genre, how people produce text, and finally how social
environments effect and affect certain texts. This study will be a linguistic text analysis of
subject pronouns and how their cohesion or lack of it presents itself in children’s readaloud text.
A Brief History of Text Analysis
The formal field of text analysis began in the 1970s and 1980s as researchers and
linguists realized that there was more to analyzing a text merely at the word or sentence
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level (Bazerman & Prior, 2004; McKay, 2006). They realized that texts were more
complex than this and added to traditional linguistic analysis by considering the
communicative limits of a situation by looking at sentences' relationships and whole
texts. Bazerman & Prior (2004) give an important example of this as they note that on a
base level, people notice that texts are written by an author. However, what the author
writes, her words, ideas, and how she organizes her text can be influenced by the
community she writes for, the standard ideas for writing in this community, and the
expectations for a particular type of text. Bazerman & Prior (2004) continue by noting
that the organizational structure and themes of a scientific article are products of the
scientific writing community genre.
Interestingly, even though the field of text analysis was not formally recognized
until the 1970s and 1980s, the practice of analyzing texts to find deeper meaning has been
happening since the creation of religious scripture (Bazerman & Prior 2004). For
example, followers of the Bible, Talmud, and the Koran were looked for as much deep
meaning as possible from these religious texts to guide their lives. The same process of
analyzing texts in search for deeper meaning occurred as laws were written and civics
and rhetoric were developed. Students of rhetoric needed to understand the conventions
of analytical reading of these texts in order to understand the culture they were reading
about. The history of text analysis is important to consider because it provides another
lens beyond the intended meaning of the context itself to examine the communicative
competence within a culture. What a text does and how authors write them affects their
meaning. There are varied patterns of organization within texts depending on the text,
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culture, genre, and purpose of the text (Bazerman & Prior, 2004). Further discussion on
what text analysis is in relationship to discourse and how it is used is discussed in the
next section.
Text Analysis: Further Definition and Discussion
Text analysis exists under the umbrella of discourse analysis. Discourse analysis
explores large sections of language beyond the sentence level to see how language is
structured and then takes into account how social interactions impose a structure on the
discourse at hand (Barton, 2004; Cutting, 2008). It provides a way for studying
communicative practices to reveal social norms, and institutions. Text analysis focuses on
analyzing written texts to investigate many considerations beyond their basic meaning
(Bazerman & Prior, 2004).
Text analysis is more about studying what texts do by their inherent structure and
how this impacts the creation of meaning rather than focusing only on what the author
means on the surface. Bazerman and Prior (2004) offer many ways that text analysis
provides deeper analysis. These include how various linguistic, rhetorical, and pictorial
pieces make meaning. This study will be a linguistic text analysis of subject pronouns
and how their cohesion or lack of it presents itself in children’s read-aloud texts.
Why is Text Analysis Useful in the Classroom?
Halliday’s theory of Systemic Functional Linguistics, also known as SFL (as cited
in Schleppegrell, 2007) connects meaning and form in language by creating functional
labels for processes, participants, and circumstances. Labeling chunks of text in this
generalized way helps the reader see patterns in what the text is about, the perspectives in
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the text, and how the organizational structure of the message creates a whole message
(Schleppegrell, 2007).
In my opinion, a teacher’s ability to analyze written text in this manner could help
students’ reading and writing. For example, if a teacher notices that a particular math
textbook uses numerous instances of causal conditionals in word problems, the teacher
can explicitly teach the form if/then to help explain the causality of that language across
examples in math and other content subjects as well. This explicit teaching could help
improve students’ reading and writing of if/then statements as students would hopefully
start to recognize on their own that if/then sentences create a cause/effect relationship.
In regard to pronouns, Schleppegrell (2010) makes the case that pronouns reflect
interpersonal meaning and voice. She notes how a character in a story can function as
both a third person narrator, she, and as a character in the story, I, that sometimes talks to
the audience you. Consider example (10).
(10)

Cindy was a great reader. She read every night at bedtime with her mom.
I pick out the coolest books! Do you want to know to know a secret? Do you want
to know how I pick out the best books?
Scheleppegrell (2010) notes that shift in voice and tense between when the author

is the narrator and when the author is talking directly to the reader is tricky for ELs. She
further suggests that identifying the language features that show the reader that there is
interaction between the author and oneself can help the reader build awareness of these
tricky shifts in voice and tense. For example, if the student understands that the pronoun
she represents third person singular this will be a trigger that the author is acting as a
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narrator as opposed to when the author uses first person I and addresses the reader as you
which signals a more direct, close relationship between reader and author.
The Gap
As this chapter indicates, significant research has been conducted on the use of
read-alouds as a literacy technique, on subject pronouns as a grammatical structure and as
a type of reference, and on the field of text analysis. It is evident that read-alouds are an
important, useful part of early childhood literacy. Several studies have been conducted on
cohesion and pronominal reference. Since the 1970s, text analysis has grown to stand on
its own as a legitimate field of study for analyzing written texts. However, little or no
research has been conducted combining these three topics. One article that addresses this
was a forensic text analysis that compared pronoun usage of various documents to link a
crime to the accused (Turell, 2010), but the genre was not children’s literature. Another
article relating to text analysis and pronoun usage was a corpus study comparing personal
pronoun usage in Korean texts vs. English texts (Kim, 2009). Again, this article was not
about kindergarten children’s literature. There is a gap concerning text analysis of
children’s fiction kindergarten read-aloud texts that study subject pronoun usage.
Subject pronouns usage in kindergarten read-aloud texts is interesting to study
because kindergarten ELs do not always demonstrate comprehension of subject pronouns
when discussing texts. For example, when asked about referents using subject pronouns,
sometimes students refer to the incorrect referent and sometimes they produce incorrect
pronouns when discussing or retelling a story. It will be interesting to explore the use of
pronominal references in children’s literature to see if there is a frequent lack of clarity.
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The focus of this study will only include subject pronouns, as there are too many other
pronoun referent issues to address that are beyond the scope of this study to examine
other pronouns such as demonstrative pronouns, object pronouns, and indefinite
pronouns.
Research Question
This study aims to provide a text analysis of how subject personal pronouns are
used in several kindergarten fiction read-aloud texts. This includes several sub-questions
such as: Are there many subject pronouns that have an unclear referent that could refer to
more than one thing? Are there pronouns that do not have a referent? Which subject
pronouns are used the most in these kindergarten fiction read-aloud texts? The answers to
these questions may lead the way to some more generalized patterns of how pronouns
function in read-aloud children’s fiction. I propose to investigate the following research
questions:
(1) How many subject pronouns are found in the proposed collection of texts and is there
a pattern?
(2) Which subject pronouns are found most frequently in kindergarten fiction read-aloud
texts and what does this pattern suggest?
(3) How are subject pronouns used in relationship to their referents in kindergarten
fiction read-aloud texts?
•

Are the referents typically anaphoric, cataphoric, or exophoric?

•

What is the syntactic position of the referent?

•

How many clauses is the referent from the pronoun?
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•

What gender pronouns are most prominent? Is there a pattern?

•

How are gender pronoun applied to animals? Is there a pattern?
Summary
In Chapter Two, I presented the purpose of this study and an overview of key

topics within it. The purpose of this study is to explore how subject pronouns and their
referents are used in kindergarten fiction read-aloud texts to see how clearly they effect
ease of comprehension for the reader. Major topics defined and discussed were children’s
read-aloud books, pronouns, and text analysis. Subtopics discussed included read-aloud
method versus shared and guided reading; cohesive devices: anaphora, deixis, cataphora,
exophora, and ellipsis; and the history of text analysis. Relevance for each topic and
subtopic in light of this study were discussed as well. In Chapter Three, the methodology
for data collection in this study will be addressed offering a description of the design
purpose, instruments to be used, collection techniques, collection procedure, analysis, and
verification
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

This study is designed to examine how subject pronouns are used in kindergarten
fiction read-aloud texts. In this study, I sought to find out which pronouns were mostly
frequently used and how these subject pronouns related to their referent. My research
questions are as follows:
(1) How many subject pronouns are found in the proposed collection of texts and is there
a pattern?
(2) Which subject pronouns are found most frequently in kindergarten fiction read-aloud
texts and what does this pattern suggest?
(3) How are subject pronouns used in relationship to their referents in kindergarten
fiction read-aloud texts?
•

Are the referents typically anaphoric, cataphoric, or exophoric?

•

What is the syntactic position of the referent?

•

How many clauses is the referent from the pronoun?

•

What gender pronouns are most prominent? Is there a pattern?

•

How are gender pronoun applied to animals? Is there a pattern?
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It should be noted that a computerized corpus is not used in this study. The
relatively smaller size of data collected for the scope of this Master’s Capstone does not
merit the use of one. Also, it is difficult to find a reasonably priced corpus that would
analyze and track data specifically for subject pronouns.
Chapter Overview
In this chapter, I will describe the research methodologies used in this study.
First, a description of the research design and paradigm will be given. Next, there will be
a presentation of the data collection protocol and techniques to be employed in the study.
Following that will be an explanation of the procedure of the steps needed to complete
the data collection along with a summary of a small pilot study. A data analysis and a
verification of the data will also be included. Finally, the chapter finishes with a
conclusion of the methods process and provides a preview of Chapter Four.
Research Paradigm
Quantitative Aspects of This Study
Quantitative research typically starts with a very specific research question that
requires clearly designated categories and values needed to be collected before the study
begins (Dörnyei, 2007; McKay, 2006). My research question is very specific: How are
subject pronouns used in kindergarten fiction classic and folk tale read-aloud texts? My
method is numerical in nature as I collected data on the number and kind of each subject
pronoun used in two genres of kindergarten literature: classic and folk tale read-alouds.
The goal of quantitative research is to summarize data into numerical categories
in response to a set question. The research design uses this methodology to generalize,
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predict or propose a causal relationship, and it assumes reality can be broken into pieces
to be studied (McKay, 2006). My goal was to quantify which subject pronouns were
used most and in what contexts in relationship to a referent(s) to provide generalizations
on pronoun use in this type of literature.
Another aspect of quantitative studies necessitates that the role of the researcher
be apart from what is being studied. The researcher’s job is to observe and measure data
(McKay, 2006). In this study, my role as a researcher is apart from the books themselves;
I did not write any of the books being studied. I read the books as an observer of text to
collect and describe the nature of subject pronouns.
In addition, quantitative studies can typically be completed in a relatively short
amount of time and often include large, randomized samples (McKay, 2006). The length
of time to complete this kind of study was relatively short, a month, as I had ready access
and control of the samples to be used.
For all of the above reasons, the numerical nature of the study, the specific preorganized nature of the research question and data collection, my outside role as
researcher, and the short length to complete this study make it a quantitative study.
However, it should be noted that there are a few aspects of my study that do not
fit the typical quantitative paradigm. First, my sample size was relatively small. Due to
the scope of this master’s capstone, time constraints, and financial considerations the
sample size for this study does not lend itself to be generalizable for kindergarten
children’s read-alouds in general. Rather, this study can be used in conjunction with other
studies as establishing a baseline for text analysis studies at the kindergarten level
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involving popular children’s literature. Moreover, this study is not designed to predict or
posit causal relationships; it is only meant to describe.
Descriptive Research
This study is a descriptive study. As previously stated, the goal of this study was
to contribute to helping establish a starting point for research in the area of text analysis
at the primary grade level. It is purely descriptive in design as it sought to describe
referential and cohesive patterns in subject pronoun use. It is not evaluative, correlational,
or causal (Lazaraton, 2004).
Method
The method for this study included completing a text analysis that tallies each
subject pronoun used to find the mean usage among all subject pronoun used to discover
which subject pronoun is used most often and in what context. I also looked at how
referents are used in terms of cohesion: anaphora, zero anaphora, exophora, cataphora,
and deixis to see if there are patterns of usage and which kind of cohesion is used the
most often. In addition, I looked for patterns in gender pronouns for animal referents.
This method of research is suitable for my study because it allowed me to quantify and
organize my findings to figure out prevalence in pronoun usage and at the same time
allowed freedom for me to more deeply describe how the findings make meaning in the
comprehension of the text.
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Data collection
Materials
A sample of seven books were chosen and organized into two categories of
kindergarten read-aloud text: classic picture books and folktales. Appendix A contains a
list of these books. These particular books were chosen because they are standard for our
district’s kindergarten mainstream curriculum and are part of national and local library
suggested reading lists for kindergartners (PLA 2011; St. Paul Public Library, 2012). I
did not choose pattern, alphabet or rhyming books without a story line because they
naturally do not have much text to analyze. Also after taking a brief glance at these
books, it appears that the pictures and patterns were meant to give meaning or the books
were meant to build phonemic awareness and were not very narrative in nature. One
exception was made with The Cat In The Hat. This book was chosen even though it is a
form of rhyming book because it is a classic book and has a narrative in it as well.
Data Collection Technique: Text Analysis and Subject Pronoun Collection
A traditional linguistic text analysis that is based on the framework of Halliday’s
systemic functional linguistics is the technique I used to collect data (as cited in
Scheleppegrell, 2010). Text analysis is the process of closely looking at texts to find
specific language features and then analyzing these features for patterns to discover a
deeper meaning from the texts (Connor, 1994; Silva, Mattson, & O’Malley, 2011;
Bazerman, & Prior, 2004; Schelppegrell, 2007). It should be noted that many text
analysis studies use a corpus-based approach that uses a computer to store and collect
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data. This study is technically not corpus-based because I did not use a computer to
collect and store the data (McKay, 2006) nor did I use an existing corpus as none exists
for children’s literature. However, the data collection process followed a specific
systematic process that honored the content and represented corpus use. This means the
content is relevant to the genre or specific purpose the study is supposed to encompass. It
also means that the representatives or examples being extracted should match the purpose
of the study (McKay, 2006). More of this topic will be discussed further in the
verification of data section of this chapter.
My data collection technique to examine kindergarten level fiction texts follows
an approach of how texts tell stories (Eubanks, 2004). Eubanks describes the process of
linguistic text analysis for narratives in basically five steps. First the researcher chooses
texts relevant to her research question. Next, she carefully chooses as many descriptive
categories as possible to organize the data being examined. Then, she reads the texts
repeatedly looking for data that match the categories under research and writes down
notes in the margin describing summaries of what was found in the chosen categories.
After that, the researcher sorts findings into the designated categories looking for patterns
in the data. Finally, the researcher analyzes the data to find generalizations and patterns.
Procedure
Analysis
In my study, I analyzed data concerning the frequency and kinds of subject
pronouns found in kindergarten read-aloud texts. I looked for patterns to see what subject
pronouns were used the most often, which kind of referential expression existed, and
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whether or not the referent was clearly available for the reader to understand. A clear
referent is one that is close to the pronoun and is easily discerned and an unclear referent
is one that does not exist, could be confused with another character in the story, or cannot
be discernible without a picture. To define what is meant by closeness in terms of a
referent’s proximity to a pronoun, consider Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharaski’s (2006)
Statuses on the Givenness Hierarchy. This research describes a coding protocol for
ranking and describing the mental pictures a person can assume at the moment before this
person encounters the referent. This research has a category of referents called In Focus
referents. In Focus referents are referents that were recently in the mental picture of the
addressee when encountering the pronoun. For a full list of definitions for types of In
Focus referents, please refer to the Statuses on Givenness Hierarchy study (Gundel,
Hedberg & Zacharaski, 2006). For my study, I defined close referents as those which
refer to the (1) subject in the immediately preceding sentence or clause, (2) or refer to the
interpretation of syntactic focus of the immediately previous sentence or clause (post
copular position of a cleft or existential sentence), (3) or refer to a previous part of the
same sentence , a direct object, an indirect object, or as an object of a preposition, (4) or
refers to something that is part of the interpretation of the two or more immediately
preceding clauses.
Examples of these types of referents are as follows:
(11) Jenny just bought a new house. She is so excited.
In this example, she refers to Jenny, which is in subject position and occurs in the
immediately following sentence.
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(12) It was the cat with the black and white fur. He was definitely the cutest.
He is a pronoun that refers to the syntactic focus of the previous sentence.
(13) If you yell at Mohamed, he won’t listen.
He refers to Mohamed, which is part of the same sentence and acts as an object of a
preposition.
(14) Oscar meowed loudly. His nails started to protrude from his claws.
Fighting ensued. He hissed out of sheer anger!
The he in the fourth line referred to Oscar which is three sentences prior.
This analysis was done to find subject pronoun patterns that can be explicitly
taught to improve student comprehensibility of kindergarten read-aloud texts. To
complete this analysis, a carefully organized and labeled data collection process was
used.
Data Collection Process
For each book, I highlighted all subject pronouns. Each pronoun was color-coded
(See Appendix B). Cohesion categories were labeled as well with specific symbols (also
see Appendix B). Anaphoric expressions were marked with an A. Cataphoric expressions
were marked with C. Exophoric expressions were expressed with an E. Zero pronouns
were marked with a X. If a picture was needed to understand the reference, a ✪was used.
Close referents vs. distant were tracked as types 1,2,3, and 4. Referents whose pronoun
occurred immediately in the preceding sentence or clause as the subject were marked as
1.Referents whose pronoun is the interpretation of syntactic focus of the immediately
previous sentence or clause and acts existentially were labeled as 2. Referents whose
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pronouns act as an interpretation of a previous part of the same sentence and acts as a
direct object, an indirect object, or as an object of a preposition were marked as 3. All
other types of reference that do not fit 1,2, 3, or 4 were marked as distant referents and
labeled with a D.
Pilot Study
As part of completion for this capstone’s Research Methodology course, I
finished a group assignment that included a mini-text analysis of a small portion of The
Cat In The Hat. For this project, my classmates and I chose to collect data that followed
similar categories to the ones listed in my data collection process in the previous
paragraph (See Appendix C for a copy of the handout used for this experiment). We
color- coded subject pronouns in the text, counted the number of times each was used,
labeled references as anaphoric or deictic. It was through this pilot study that I chose to
add the following categories: (1) exophoric, (2) cataphoric, (3)deixis, (4) zero pronouns,
and (5) picture needed. I found that in this study some of the results fit into these
categories and needed more clarification rather than lumping them only into the category
of unclear referent. Most importantly, the pilot revealed how often an author may write a
story with unclear referents how difficult it could be for a reader to follow what
characters are speaking and to whom (Walseth & Tan, personal communication, July 19,
2012).
Results from this mini-pilot study pointed out that I and we had the most
occurrences at eight and seven instances. Anaphora was the most common type of
pronoun reference at 13 instances in seven pages of text. Deixis was used seven times.
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Referents were clearly marked 10 times and were unclearly marked 13 times. The
referents that were marked unclear were because there was more than one possible
referent as we was sometimes used to represent two characters and sometimes used to
represent three. The reader needed to listen carefully to the dialogue and look carefully at
the pictures to infer who was being referenced. These results, however small, support the
implication that many subject pronouns can be unclearly marked in relationship to their
referent. This lead me to several potential teaching implications that will be discussed
further in Chapter Five.
Data Collection Cycles
My data collection process takes 3 cycles as described below.
Step one. In my pre-test, I looked for many books at the library that could be used for
this study. This is where I narrowed my materials down to 10 books taken from booklists
and district curriculum. This where I also decided that ABC books, counting books, and
pattern books would not be an appropriate set to analyze for this study as there is not
much pronoun use in these books and that reference and comprehension is either
completely dependent on pictures or on the pattern of the book.
Step two. During the text analysis, I looked for specific subject pronouns usage and
referential types: anaphora, exophora, cataphora, and deixis.
Step three. Step three was my opportunity to check for reliability in my research. I
looked over each book and counted the results in the posttest for both subject pronouns
and referential types. I had another EL teacher check the count for a small subset of the
data.
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Data Analysis
Data was colored-coded per subject pronoun type and also categorized by
referential type (See Appendix B). Then, it was analyzed based on which pronouns were
most frequently used and which referential type was most frequently found (Eubanks,
2004; McKay, 2006). Data collected from the books in this study was organized by folk
tale genre and classic picture book genre. Clarity of the referents was analyzed based on
how close the referent was to the pronoun. Each of these categories were designed to
answer the question of how pronouns are used in terms of their reference clarity and
whether or not patterns exist in folktale genre books vs. classic narratives.
Verification of Data
Validity
This study has strong construct validity, meaning that the instrument used in the
study measures that which is being studied (McKay, 2006). The study focused on how
pronouns were used in fiction kindergarten read-aloud texts. Only kindergarten level
read-aloud texts were used in this study and were carefully chosen from curriculum and
book lists that list them as their respective genres: folk tale and classic literature (PLA,
2011: St. Paul Public Library, 2009). They are books that I have used in my classroom
for instruction. They also are popular books read by the kindergarten classrooms at the
school where I work. In addition, only subject personal pronouns were used in this study
and the instrument used is a highlighting and counting process. Only subject pronouns
were counted and highlighted in this process and only specific referential types were
identified and analyzed. Internal validity, or how well the research design is controlled
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for outside variables that could influence the results, were carefully considered as well
(McKay, 2006). Standard rhyming and pattern books were not included because it
appeared that the sheer nature of the format of these books influenced pronouns used in
terms of their referents. Due to the more specific nature, size, and time constraints of a
master’s capstone study versus a corpus study or doctoral dissertation, I recognize that
the relatively small sample of this study made its external validity weaker. This study is
meant to be a foundational piece to help establish baselines for future studies of pronoun
use in kindergarten level fiction text
Reliability
This study is designed to have high intra-rater reliability as very specific
categories are defined and organized before data collection. I looked at the data on three
different occasions to account for potential mistakes in data collection counts. This study
has the potential for high external reliability, as all of the books are readily available to
the public in stores and libraries. It is a study that could be easily replicated as read-aloud
books at the kindergarten level apply to any ESL teaching model: pull-out, push-in, or
self-contained classroom.
Conclusion
This chapter summarized the research design, data collection process, and data
analysis for this study. A quantitative paradigm was used due to the specific numerical
data that is being collected. It is descriptive in nature as it is not meant to be causal or
correlational. A pilot study in addition to an explanation of the cyclical data collection
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process and verification of data were also described. Chapter Four will present the results
from this study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

This study took place over a month in the spring of 2013. A small collection of
seven children’s fiction read-aloud books, four classic fiction books and three folk tales
were analyzed for patterns in subject pronoun use. Data were collected for each book and
totaled for the whole collection. This data were also collected and totaled comparatively
between the two genres: classic literature and folk tales. During the data collection, text
analysis was done to gather total and comparative data related to the type of subject
pronouns used, the kind of antecedents found, and the syntactic position of each pronoun.
Through the collection of these data, I sought to find the answer to the following
questions:
(1) How many subject pronouns are found in the collection of texts and what does
this imply?
(2) Which subject pronouns were most frequently used and is there a pattern?
(3) How are subject pronouns used in kindergarten read-aloud texts in relationship to
their referents in terms of


The antecedent; is it typically anaphoric, cataphoric or exophoric?



What is the syntactic position of the referent? Is it distant, is it
closer, or is a picture needed?



Genre: folk tale vs. classic literature
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Data: Total and Comparative Findings
In answer to the first two research questions, there were 293 total subject
pronouns across all of the sampled books, I and she had the most occurrences as
shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Subject Pronouns by Gender/Number for All Books
Subject Pronoun

I

you

he

she

it

we

you

they

Total

Word Count

Book Title
Knuffle Bunny

0

0

0

8

0

1

0

4

13

201

Wemberly Worried

15

3

0

13

3

0

1

2

37

601

The Rainbow Fish

6

7

16

1

0

0

0

5

35

620

Olivia

0

0

1

14

0

0

0

2

17

321

The Gingerbread Man

46

17

26

0

0

0

2

13

104

1117

Goldilocks

0

0

1

27

12

0

0

9

49

965

The Mitten

2

5

15

6

4

0

0

6

38

591

Grand Total

69

32

59

69

19

1

3

41

293

4416

The above table describes the total number of each subject pronoun used across
all of the books sampled. The total number of subject pronouns found in the seven books
was 293. Subject pronoun totals per book ranged from 13-104. This wide range is most
likely due to the varying numbers of words per page. Word counts are listed on the final
column of Table 2. Each book was analyzed for quantity of subject pronouns per words
found in the text. Interestingly, even though some books had more words, the percentage
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of pronouns per number of words was between 5% to 6% except for Gingerbread Man,
which had 9%.
Two of the seven books had I as the most common pronoun. Wemberly Worried
had 15 and The Gingerbread Man had 46. Both Wemberly and Gingerbread had a lot of
dialogue where the main character was speaking, which explains why there were high
numbers of I occurrences. In Wemberly Worried, many of the pictures had dialogue,
almost like thought bubbles where Wemberly comments on situations the narrator is
describing. In the following example, Henkes (2000) uses the narrator to introduce an
important part of the story and then has Wemberly provide an example of the idea using a
thought bubble as in example .
(15) Wemberly Worried about everything. Big things, little things, and
things in between. (pp.1-3)
On the bottom of page two there is a picture of Wemberly saying, I wanted to make sure
you were still here. The picture shows Wemberly with a flashlight at night in her pajamas
presumably getting out of bed to check and see that her parents were still in their room
sleeping. These little monologues are throughout the story.
In The Gingerbread Man, Aylesworth (1998) has his main character, the
Gingerbread Man, use a repetitive chant to emphasize the main idea of the story. No
matter what the other characters do, they cannot catch the Gingerbread Man.
(16) Run! Run! Fast as you can! You can’t catch me! I’m the Gingerbread
Man! I’ve run from a husband! I’ve run from a wife! And I’ll run from
you, too! I can! I can! (p.11)
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The pronoun, she, also had the largest grand total of occurrences at 69. She was
the most common pronoun in several of the books where the main character was a
female. In the books sampled, The Knuffle Bunny, Olivia, and Goldilocks and the Three
Bears each had female main characters that used she as the most common pronoun with
totals of 8,14, and 27 respectively.
He was the most commonly found subject pronoun in two of the books. The
Rainbow Fish had16 occurrences and The Mitten had 15. In both of these books, the
main character was a male. Since there were high numbers of he in books where the main
character was male and high numbers of she where the main character was female, I
believe that these high instances of he and she were due to the sex of the main character
and the point of view to which the story was told. This will be discussed further in
Chapter Five.
You and they had higher occurrences in The Gingerbread Man. There were 17
instances of you and 13 instances of they. These high numbers were again connected to
the dialogue where the Gingerbread Man repeats over and over throughout the book you
can’t catch me. Also, they is repeated several times as the group of people running after
the Gingerbread Man increases.
Antecedent Type Results
Data were collected regarding the number of times antecedent types, i.e.,
anaphoric, cataphoric, exophoric, and unclear pronouns were found in each book
sampled.
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Table 3
Antecedent Totals Per Book
Antecedent

Anaphoric

Cataphoric

Exophoric Unclear

Grand Total

Knuffle Bunny

10

2

0

1

13

Wemberly

18

5

5

5

33

Rainbow Fish

33

0

0

7

40

Olivia

15

0

1

2

18

Gingerbread

70

1

0

1

72

Goldilocks

48

0

0

1

49

The Mitten

38

0

0

0

38

Grand total

232

8

6

17

263

Book Title

The most common form of antecedent type was anaphoric. Anaphoric
antecedents are expressions that the author uses to refer back to an aforementioned noun
phrase. Anaphors had the highest number of occurrences in each book with a grand total
of 232 occurrences. This is not surprising as these are kindergarten read-aloud books,
fundamental in difficulty. Anaphoric antecedents are a straightforward type of referent
that is simpler to comprehend than others. It seems logical that simpler level books would
include simpler types of referents.
There were few cataphoric examples, instances where the referent is mentioned
before the noun phrase it refers to, across the books with a grand total of eight and the
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book with the most occurrences was Wemberly Worried with five cataphoric references.
The low total number of occurrences seems logical for the development level of the
listeners, kindergartners. Cataphoric referents are more difficult and confusing for
listeners to comprehend, especially for ELs, because the appearance of the noun phrase
and referent are in a reverse order. An example of cataphoric reference in Wemberly
Worried is
(17) When you worry, I worry, said her father. (p.16)
The reader would not know who I is until the speaker is announced at the end of the
dialogue, i.e., said her father. Several other cataphoric examples of a subject pronoun
being presented before the speaker is announced occur in Wemberly Worried. Perhaps
this may be due to the frequent use of dialogue in the story in between narrative sections.
Other interesting patterns to note are the five exophoric referents, in Wemberly
Worried and the lack of any exophoric references in The Rainbow Fish. Exophoric
referents refer to something that is not within the same oral or written text and often
connect with something specific in the outside world. Examples of exophoric references
in Wemberly Worried include:
(18) I found her, Sweetie. (p.9)
(19) I’ll wait for you Petal. (p.9)
Both examples were pictures with captions related to how Wemberly worries about her
doll, Petal. In the first example, the reader may not be sure who found the presumed lost
Petal. The picture just shows pink striped sleeves and white hands reaching out to Petal.
One can only assume it is Wemberly’s mother as she refers to her as Sweetie. In the
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second example, Wemberly is seen in the picture looking worried as she watches Petal
spin around in the washing machine. In both examples the meaning of the dialogue is
dependent on the location of and context that is referring to the character’s outside world
not explicitly referred to in the text and is therefore exophoric.
Rainbow Fish has no examples of exophoric reference. There are no pictures
that include captions where characters are commenting on the storyline like in Wemberly
Worried. The reader does not have to connect characters with context outside the text.
Instead, Rainbow Fish, is written more clearly in the third person point of view with
dialogue that has subject pronouns clearly referring back to the referent as anaphors.
Most of the books had clear referents except Wemberly with five unclear
referents that needed a picture and The Rainbow Fish with seven that also needed a
picture. The following examples demonstrate this need for pictures. In Wemberly
Worried, captions with pictures provide potential for confusion in terms of subject
pronouns and referents. On page 13 there are comments made by Wemberly’s friends at
her birthday party such as
(20) This is the best present ever.
(21) I wish I had my birthday today. (p.13)
The listener does not know who I is without the picture. Example 20 was spoken by a
little boy mouse friend. Example 21 was said by a little girl white mouse friend who is
looking enviously at the little boy’s gift. Without the pictures, the captions would have no
referent.
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In The Rainbow Fish, there is a scene near the end of the book after Rainbow
Fish gives most of his shiny scales and a dialogue ensues, but the picture is definitely
helpful when trying to understand who is speaking. Consider the following example.
(22) Finally the Rainbow Fish had only one shining scale left. His most prized
possessions had been given away, yet he was very happy.
“Come on Rainbow Fish,” they called. “Come play with us!”
“Here I come, “ said the Rainbow Fish and, happy as a splash, he swam off
to join his friends. (p.24)
The listener does not know who they is right away. The picture shows Rainbow
Fish swimming with all his friends that have a shiny scale now too. It could possibly be
argued that the example is cataphoric as they is later revealed to be his friends. However
his friends does not appear until three phrases later after they, which could be more
difficult for the listener to process if there was not a picture regardless of whether it is
labeled cataphoric or unclear.
The other books sampled seemed to have more clear referents because they
were written in third person point-of-view without a lot of dialogue. In the cases of the
folk tales, The Gingerbread Man, and Goldilocks and the Three Bears, both of them were
mostly written as a narrative, third person point of view with some dialogue. The
dialogues in these books are fixed and repetitive in nature (i.e., Run, Run as fast as you
can). This differs from Wemberly Worried and The Rainbow Fish as both contained
considerable dialogue with less narrative. Wemberly Worried had dialogue functioning as
captions to pictures that were added in addition to the narrative text and accompanying
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main pictures. Rainbow Fish also contained considerable dialogue and is known for its
beautiful pictures. It is this use of pictures and dialogue that could possibly affect the
number of clear vs. unclear referents, which will be further discussed in Chapter 5.
As previously discussed, anaphoric reference was the most common type of
antecedent found in this study. The following table displays the results of the types of
anaphoric reference, close type 1, close type 2, close type 3, and close type 4.
Anaphoric Reference Type
Table 4
Anaphoric Reference Comparison
Anaphoric Reference Type
Book Title

Close1

Close 2

Close 3

Close 4

Distant

Knuffle Bunny

8

0

0

0

3

Wemberly Worried

12

3

0

0

4

Rainbow Fish

19

2

0

2

3

Olivia

12

0

0

0

1

Gingerbread Man

79

0

0

0

1

Goldilocks

39

1

5

0

1

Mitten

25

3

0

0

3

Grand Total for All Books

194

9

5

8

18

The most common syntactic position was close referent type 1. Close referent
type 1 is when the subject that the pronoun is referring to is in the immediately preceding
sentence or clause. It is the most straightforward kind of anaphoric reference as it is
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easier for people to process because the referent is right before the pronoun. Very few
examples of close type 2, 3, or 4 occurred. To review, close type 2 are pronouns that refer
to the interpretation of syntactic focus of the immediately previous sentence or clause
(post copular position of a cleft or existential sentence). Close type 3 have pronouns that
refer to a previous part of the same sentence, a direct object, an indirect object, or as an
object of a preposition. Close type 4 pronouns refer to something that is part of the
interpretation of the two or more immediately preceding clauses (Gundel, Hedberg &
Zacharaski, 2006). Each book had close type 1 as the most common kind of anaphoric
referent with a grand total across the books of 194 with an interesting exceptions to note.
Wemberly Worried had four distant referents, which is a relatively large number
as there were 12 close type 1 comparatively. Three of the four distant referents for
Wemberly Worried occurred on page19. Wemberly is in the throws of listing all of the
worries she has about starting school for the first time. By page 19, she has already listed
five different worries and then proceeds to discuss worries about herself.
(23) What if they make fun of my name?
What if I can’t find the bathroom?
What if I hate the snack?
What if I have to cry? (p. 19)
Prior to the subject pronoun I on page 19 there are five other subjects and then the subject
pronoun they. There are no big pictures on either of page 18 or page 19 to help the
listener follow the story and list of worries. In the corner of page 19 there is a small
picture of Wemberly looking worried holding her stuffed animal bunny, but it doesn’t
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specifically reflect the subjects of the worry list. It is because of this specific dialogue
that Wemberly has with herself throughout the book, frequently listing her worries in
various ways that there are several examples of distant referents.
Genre Comparison: Folk Tales vs. Classic literature
The next two tables compare findings of each book based on genre: classic
literature vs. folk tales. Each table displays subject pronoun totals, number of subject
pronoun occurrences sampled in the first 100 words of each book, most common subject
pronoun, anaphoric referent totals, close type 1 totals, and counts of male vs. female
pronoun instances.
Table 5
Folk Tales
Referent Data

Subject
Pronoun Total

Most Common
Subject Pronoun and #

Anaphoric
Antecedent Totals

Close Type
1 Totals

Most Common
Gender and #

Gingerbread

104

I-46

70

79

I/male-46

Goldilocks

49

She-27

48

39

She-27

The Mitten

38

He-15

31

25

He-14

Total

191

I-46

149

143

Male-60

Book Title
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Table 6
Classic Literature
Referent
Data
Book Title

Subject
Pronoun Total

Most Common Subject
Pronoun and #

Anaphoric
Antecedent Totals

Close Type
1 Totals

Most Common
Gender and #

Knuffle

13

She-8

10

8

She-8

Wemberly

37

I-15

18

12

I/female-15

Rainbow

35

He-16

33

19

He-16

Olivia

17

She-14

15

11

She-14

Total

102

She-22

76

50

Female-37

When comparing folk tales vs. classic literature the following results were
found. Folk tales had 89 more total subject pronouns than classic literature. There were
102 subject pronouns found in classic literature and there were 191 found in classic
literature. The most common subject pronoun for folk tales was I at 46 occurrences
compared to 22 instances of she in classic literature. Anaphors were the most common
type of reference used for both genres with classic literature having 76 occurrences and
149 occurrences in folk tales. This indicates that most instances of pronouns in
kindergarten read-aloud texts used anaphoric reference where the pronoun refers back to
the noun or noun phrase previously mentioned. The most common syntactic position for
the referents was overwhelmingly close type 1 with 143 in folk tales and 50 in classic
literature. Close type 1 syntactic positions are instances where the referent is the subject
in the immediately preceding sentence or clause. The data shows that most subject
pronoun use in kindergarten read-aloud texts, be it classic literature or folk tales, was
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more straight forward with mostly close type 1 syntactic positions. More specifically,
these results indicate that the referent and that which was being referred to where in close
positions to each other and that the subject pronouns most often referred directly back to
that which was being referred.
While both folk tales and classic literature contained similar results in type of
reference and syntactic positions, the overall numbers were different. Classic literature
had less overall subject pronouns and less occurrences of each kind of referent and each
instance of close type 1. There is no evidence explaining the difference in overall
numbers. However, it leaves me to wonder if the structure of folk tales required more use
of subject pronouns because they tended to contain more dialogue and repetition by the
characters. Further discussion of implications for these findings will be discussed in
Chapter Five.
Results for gender findings between folk tales and classic literature were as
follows. There were 60 total instances of male subject pronouns vs. 27 total female
subject pronouns in folk tales. For classic literature, there were 37 total instances of
female subject pronouns vs. 16 total male subject pronouns. The Gingerbread Man had
the most occurrences of he in any of the books at 46, while Goldilocks had the most
occurrences of she at 27.The gender of the main character seemed to determine the
number of pronouns of each gender. All of the books sampled except The Mitten have
gendered, animal lead characters.
Gender for animal usage seemed dependent on the gender the author chose for
the character. Olivia is a female pig as the main character in the book, Olivia. In
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Wemberly Worried, Wemberly is a female mouse that is also the main character in the
story. Both of these examples were main characters in their story, which may explain the
more instances of she in classic literature. The Gingerbread Man, though not an animal, is
the main character in that book and is referred to as he, so that might explain the larger
use of he in the folk tale results.
Interestingly, there was not a primary gender that was used more frequently for
animal characters across the books sampled. There was a pattern in gender pronoun usage
in several of the books in regards to which animal characters were he and which were
she. In several books that had several of one kind of animal, most were referred to as he,
with only a unique character referred to as she. For instance, in Goldilocks and the Three
Bears, little bear and big bear were he and middle bear was she. In this version of the
story, the author seems to re-create a standard nuclear family, referring to Papa Bear,
Mama Bear, and baby bear. In the Rainbow Fish, all of the fish were he, but the wise
octopus was a she. In The Mitten, all of the animals were male except the one that makes
the mitten explode, the mouse, which was referred to as she. Implications for this gender
pattern in animal usage will be discussed further in Chapter Five.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I presented the results of my data collection. I discussed the
results for patterns in subjecet pronoun use in kindergarten read-aloud texts. Findings
from the study included 191 occurrences of subject pronouns in folk tales and 102
occurrences of subject pronouns in classic literature with a grand total of 293 subject
pronouns found. The most common subject pronoun was I with 46 occurrences in folk
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tales and she with 22 total occurrences in classic literature. Across genres, anaphoric
reference was most prevalent with 149 occurrences in folk tales and 76 occurrences in
classic literature making a total of 225 anaphors. Close type 1 syntactic position was the
most common across genres with 143 instances in folk tales and 50 instances in classic
literature making a grand total of 150 close type 1. Gender results included 37 total
instances of she and 60 total instances of he. Animal characters were often referred to as
he if there were more than one kind of the same animal listed in a book with a few
exceptions of she.
These results indicate that the occurrence of subject pronouns in kindergarten
read-aloud texts is prevalent. The subject pronouns I, she, and he were the most common
subject pronouns and that there was a pattern to whether there were more he or she
depending on the sex of the main character. Subject pronouns were typically anaphors
and were close in nature with a picture sometimes needed. These findings were reflective
of the point-of-view in which the story was told which was either third-person point-ofview only or third person point-of-view with some instances of dialogue where the main
character spoke, first person point-of-view. Patterns of pronoun usage and respective
point-of-view are linked and could possibly partly explain why there were more overall
occurrences of subject pronouns in folk tales vs. classic literature. In Chapter Five, I will
further discuss these major findings, make connections with prior studies, discuss
implications, and provides suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION

In this research project, I attempted to answer the following questions: How are
subject pronouns used in kindergarten read-aloud texts? Which are used most often? Is
the referent anaphoric, cataphoric, exophoric, or distant? What is the most common
syntactic position for the pronoun? Are there patterns in gender usage? In this chapter,
several topics will be discussed. Among these are 1) major findings, 2) connections to
prior research 3) limitations 4) suggestion for further research and 5) teaching
implications.
Major Findings
One major finding for this study was that subject pronouns in kindergarten level
read-aloud texts were used often, mostly as direct, straightforward references. There were
293 subject pronouns found total in all of the books sampled. Subject pronouns were
prevalent throughout the books sampled. Among the subject pronouns sample, the most
common were anaphoric reference at 232 total instances. The most common syntactic
position was close type 1 with 194 total instances. Most pronouns were directly
following the referent that preceded it either in the same sentence or in the immediately
following one. This indicates to me that the pronouns relationships with the referent were
mostly direct and clear and not necessarily difficult for the listener to follow in most
instances at the kindergarten level. In addition, this research also raised my awareness
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that not all pronouns have a clear close referent (refer back to Table 3), and that
these particular subject pronouns needed to be directly taught. I will discuss this further
under Teaching Implications in Chapter Five.
There was no major pattern found in quantity of gender usage. Overall, there were
more instances of he found than she with a total across the books sampled as 76 and 64
respectively. However, I believe the numbers are more reflective of what sex the main
character happened to be and which stories happened to contain more text than any
indication of one sex being more represented than the other. For instance, The
Gingerbread Man, The Mitten, and The Rainbow Fish all have male characters for their
main character. All three were narrative in nature and used a third person point-of-view,
which I believe could explain their higher numbers of the use of he. The folk tales tended
to have more text per page than the classic literature, which naturally lends for more
possibilities of the use of subject pronouns. Both The Gingerbread Man and The Mitten
are folk tales with more text than the classic literature books sampled, typically with at
least a small paragraph per page. The sheer number of more text coupled with the male
main characters could possibly explain the higher numbers of he in those two books.
More research would be needed in order to verify if classic literature texts tend to have
less text in them than folk tales.
This pattern of more text within folk tales is seen in Goldilocks and the Three
Bears and the use of the subject pronoun she. Goldilocks and the Three Bears has she as
the primary subject pronoun with 27 instances. Goldilocks is a female main character in a
text that is also told in third person point-of-view. This supports the idea that gender and
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the increased appearance of a particular subject pronoun matching the main character’s
gender could be linked. Again, more research is needed to verify this finding.
I also noticed that texts that were primarily written in third person point-of-view
tended to have more subject pronouns he and she in general than those with dialogue that
included first person point-of-view. This is logical as stories told in first person point-ofview, where the main character tells the story using I would not use he, she, or they.
Therefore, I found that the point-of-view of the story connected with the particular
pronoun used. Stories that were written primarily in third person point-of-view with less
dialogue contained more subject pronouns, more instances of he and she. Stories that had
more dialogue with the main character speaking contained more instances of I. For
instance, The Gingerbread Man had the most subject pronouns in general with 104
instances and was written primarily in third person point-of-view with the exception of
the Gingerbread Man’s repetitive dialogue telling the other characters to go away. He
tells them all to
“Run, run as fast as you can you can’t catch me I’m the Gingerbread Man. I’ve
run from the husband. I’ve run from the wife. And I’ll run from you too. I can! I
can!” (pp. 9,11,15,18,22, 24)
I is used frequently throughout The Gingerbread Man. This one little section contains six
Is and this chant repeats five times which adds up to 30 instances of I with just this little
chant alone. The repetitive nature of folk tales might contribute to their longer texts in
general at the kindergarten level for read-alouds. This would be interesting to do further
research on as well.
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The Gingerbread Man’s second most common subject pronoun is he with 27
instances. When the Gingerbread Man is not telling people to try to catch him in the
story, the narrator is talking about him, or using third person point-of-view, which
explains the higher usage of he.
Wemberly Worried and Olivia support the observation that there is a connection
between the kind and number of a particular subject pronoun used and which point-ofview the story uses. Wemberly contains considerable dialogue and captions where either
she tells the audience directly what she is worried about using I or one of the characters is
responding using I. Wemberly Worried’s use of first person point-of-view and its most
common subject pronoun I supports the notion that there is connection between point of
view and the particular subject pronoun used. The story contains 15 instances of I.
Wemberly Worried is also mostly told as a third person narrative with its second most
common subject pronoun as she with 13 instances. Olivia supports the connection
between point-of-view and subject pronoun used. This story is primarily written in third
person point-of-view with little dialogue and has she as its most common pronoun with
14 instances out of the 17 total subject pronouns found.
Thus far, gender and subject pronoun usage have been discussed in terms of the
sex of the main character and in terms of point-of-view. Another pattern regarding gender
and subject pronoun usage was discovered in terms of animals and the role of the
exceptional character in a story.
In several of the books with animal characters, many animals are referred to as
male except when the author wanted to differentiate or have a more exceptional
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character. Then, the animal character is female. In the books sampled, there are several
examples of this as in Goldilocks and the Three Bears, The Mitten, and The Rainbow
Fish.
In each of these books, the standard character is male and then when something
unique happens or when the animal characters need to be differentiated in a series, the
character is female. In Goldilocks and the Three Bears, the bears are male except the
middle bear. In this story, the author uses gender to differentiate characters when a series
of events is repetitive. For example, when the bears come back to their house and find
their things have been disturbed by Goldilocks, each bear comments on what has been
touched. It is always in the following order, first the male big bear, he says something,
then the female middle bear, she says something, and finally the male little bear, he says
something too. Here, the middle being female acts as a differentiating character in a
repetitive sequence. In The Mitten, all of the animals crawl into a lost mitten and stay
warm. The animals enter the mitten one by one and all are male animals until finally the
little mouse, which is female, enters the mitten and bursts the mitten. She is the final
animal to enter that makes it too full and is the catalyst, exception that was not able to fit
and makes it burst. It is not necessarily a bad thing because the mitten bursts and flies far
enough away to return to its true owner. So, the mouse acts an important exception here.
The Rainbow Fish is another story that uses the female character as an exception as well.
In this tale, all of the animals are male except the wise octopus, which is female. She
gives advice to the rainbow fish so he can learn how to make friends. This study found
that the gender of subject pronouns can express exception or differentiation. This could
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be potentially important when trying to express comprehension of key points in a story.
More research would needed to be done in order to see if this is true across a wide scope
of genres and kindergarten read-aloud texts.
Connections to Prior Research
One main connection to previous studies for this study is the importance of
grammatical gender. Previous studies such as in Bachelor (2006) and Saeed (1999) have
shown that both Spanish and Somali arbitrarily assign gender to their nouns, including
animals. This could be potentially problematic for Spanish and Somali students since
many stories in kindergarten read-aloud texts contain animal characters. All of the books
sampled for this study included animal characters, many of which are main characters.
Spanish and Somali students could possibly confuse the gender of the animal characters
in the story and could then express the wrong gender when demonstrating their
comprehensive knowledge. In this study, it was discovered that female characters act to
differentiate or act as an exception in key points of a story. This concept of grammatical
grammar potentially explains misuse of subject pronouns when understanding key
characters. For instance, in Spanish, octopus and mouse are all labeled as male animals,
not female ones as in English. So, when students are discussing The Rainbow Fish, or
The Mitten, they could potentially easily confuse gender of characters when speaking and
trying to demonstrate their comprehension. This is possible because there are examples in
these texts where the animal in English is a different gender then what is arbitrarily
assigned in Spanish. More research is needed to verify this claim.
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Another connection to prior research relates to Schleppegrell’s 2010 study
regarding voice and interpersonal meaning. In her study, Schleppegrell notes that text
analysis can help illuminate to students that a character can have more than one role in a
story. A character can act as the third person narrator that tells the story and can also be
his/her own speaking character within the story all at the same time. This study connects
to Schleppegrell’s research but extends her findings to subject pronoun use and its
potential importance in understanding the relationships and activities between characters.
As I have previously commented, certain subject pronouns naturally lend themselves to
certain points-of-view, I connects with first person point-of-view, and he/she/they to third
person point-of-view. Awareness of how subject pronouns can point to a certain point-ofview may also help students better understand the author’s voice and the interpersonal
meaning of dialogue between characters. More research is needed to verify this claim.
Limitations
This study has several limitations. The biggest limitation is the small sample size.
Only seven books were analyzed and many more books need to be analyzed to better
validate the findings from this study. This study is also limited to two genres, classic
literature and folk tales, and cannot be generalized across other genres. It is also limited
to kindergarten level read-aloud texts and does not include other grade level read-alouds
or non-read-aloud texts. Moreover, this study only addresses language transfer issues for
Somali and Spanish and does not address other languages. Finally, this study is limited to
subject pronouns and doesn’t address other types of pronouns.
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Further research
The limitations of this study naturally provide cause to do further research on the
topics of sample size, genre, other languages, other types of pronouns and positions,
point-of-view, gender, and how analysis connects with production . A larger sample size
of books analyzing subject pronouns is needed to see if the findings of this study can be
generalized. More research is also needed on other genres and grade levels of books both
read-aloud and non read-aloud. A study focusing on nonfiction texts would be interesting
as well. Other native languages should be studied to see if other potential language
transfer issues could exist in relationship with personal subject pronouns. Moreover,
other types of pronouns such as demonstrative, relative, indefinite, interrogative,
possessive, and reflexive in different positions such as object position should be analyzed
as well to see how often they occur and how they could potentially cause problems for
ELs. More research is needed in how often subject pronouns appear in more complicated
upper level texts and how close or distant they are to their referents in terms of syntactic
position. It would be interesting to learn more about how point-of-view relates to subject
pronoun use as well. In addition, more research is needed on how gender is generalized in
terms of subject pronouns use relate to the role of exception and differentiation across a
larger sample of books. Finally, more research is needed on how trends in findings found
in text analysis of personal subject pronouns effect language production and
comprehension of various types of text.
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Implications
In conclusion, several teaching implications arise from the findings of this study
including the importance of direct teaching of names, meanings, and uses of subject
pronouns, the concept of point-of-view, and language transfer issues and the concept of
notional grammar in age appropriate terms.
The existence of subject pronouns found in the books sampled suggests that it is
important to teach kindergartners and especially ELs the different kinds of subject
pronouns, what they mean, and how are they used. Emphasizing the meaning of he, she,
I, you, we, and they can help students better follow the characters, their dialogues, and
important events in the story. If students know what each subject pronoun means and that
pronouns refer to someone, students have a way to intentionally pay attention to who is
speaking and what they are doing. This helps students have a better sense of cohesion and
comprehension of a story. Teachers can better help students find cohesion in a story by
also being more aware and intentionally scanning for potential situations where a refer
may not be clear so they can pre-teach or clarify pronouns and their referents.
Teaching point-of-view could potentially be particularly useful to ELs in
connection with following subject pronouns in stories. Third person point-of-view
naturally lends itself to the use of subject pronouns he, she, and they while first point-ofview lends itself to the use of I and we. Teaching about point-of-view as early as
kindergarten could be useful in preparing students to think about an author’s intention
and expand deeper comprehension and analysis of texts.
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Finally, directly teaching ELs about how gender is not arbitrarily assigned in
English, especially ELs who have native languages that have grammatical gender, can
help students better follow stories with multiple characters especially in terms of sex.
This is important because gender appears to highlight and differentiate key characters in a
story. It also is important if students learn that a particular animal character is always
labeled male or labeled female in their native language but a character that they are
reading about in English is the opposite gender. Teaching this concept of grammatical
gender could help clear up this potential gender issue.
Dissemination of Results
Upon completion of this capstone, I intend to share the results of the study to
inform and encourage colleagues to expand upon what I have learned. First, I will present
my major findings to my kindergarten grade level and ESL teacher colleagues at my
school. After that, I will offer it to my district’s professional development committee and
will provide a summary for our monthly newsletter which will be our archived for future
reference. Finally, I will send it to fellow ESL teacher colleagues outside the district to
spark discussion as well. I share this research freely in hopes of encouraging more
primary grade text analysis research for ELs, an area that still is largely unexplored.
Personal Reflection
Through the process of completing this study, I have learned many valuable
lessons. I have learned very clearly that primary level kindergarten read-aloud texts have
grammatical weight even though they are beginner texts. Subject pronouns are prevalent
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in these texts. This leaves the possibility for misunderstanding of meaning , especially for
ELs, if the concept of reference is left untaught.
The biggest lesson I learned is the more knowledge one obtains, the less the
person feels he/she actually knows. All of this research left me with more questions than
when I started this project. For instance, I would like to know more about grammatical
gender and potential language transfer issues for ELs. Before this capstone, I did not
know much about grammatical gender. I also would like to know more about how
understanding pronouns connects with point-of-view and the author’s message. Finally, I
would really like to know how text analysis and listening to read-alouds affects
processing and production of language.
Conclusion
In conclusion, this study analyzed personal subject pronouns and their use in
kindergarten read-aloud texts in terms of number, antecedent types, syntactic position,
and gender in classic literature and folk tales. Findings showed that subject pronouns
were prevalent in all books sampled with anaphoric reference being the most common
antecedent. Most subject pronouns had close type 1 syntactic position. Gender was
sometimes used to emphasize a character. Point-of-view was discovered as being a
connecting factor to the particular kinds of subject pronouns found.
Teaching implications include direct teaching of the names, meanings, and
patterns in use of subject pronouns and their function in relationship to their referents.
Direct teaching of potential language transfer issues in terms of gender and notional
grammar could be useful as well. Finally point-of-view and its relationship to subject
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pronouns used could also be useful to teach students directly. All of these teaching
implications could serve to better help ELs more deeply understand the roles of
characters in their stories, the flow of dialogue, and the relationships between characters.
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APPENDIX A
BOOK SAMPLED FOR STUDY
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Classic folk tales
Alyesworth, J. (1998). The gingerbread man. New York: Scholastic.
Brett. J. (1989). The mitten: A Ukrainian folktale. New York: Putnam.
Brett, J. (1987). Goldilocks and the three bears. New York: Putnam.
Classic Picture books
Falconer, I. (2000). Olivia. New York: Atheneum Books for Young Readers.
Henkes, K. (2000). Wemberly worried. New York: Greenwillow Books.
Pfister, M. (1996). The rainbow fish. New York: North-South.
Seuss, Dr. (1957). The cat and the hat. New York: Random House.
Willems, Mo. (2004). The knuffle bunny: A cautionary tale. New York: Hyperion Books
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APPENDIX B
DATA COLLECTION WORKSHEET
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Singular Subject
Pronouns analyzed

Color Highlight used

I
You
He
She
It
Plural

red
orange
yellow
green
blue

We

purple

You

pink

They

brown

Number of
times used

I
You
He
She
It
Plural
We
You
They
TOTAL

Unclear
referent
Need
Unclear
multiple
referents
Picture
needed-✪

Zero
pronounX
Unclear
Distant
referent

ExophoricE

CataphoricC

AnaphoricA

Singular
Subject
Pronouns
analyzed

TOTAL
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APPENDIX C
PILOT STUDY
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Yoon-Kee Tan
Becky Hanson
Heather Walseth

Text Analysis Pilot Study
The Cat in the Hat-Dr. Seuss
Research question: How are personal pronouns used in Kindergarten children’s readaloud texts?
Rationale for book choice:
1) Part of the Kindergarten curriculum
2) On public library book lists for Kindergarten readiness (St. Paul & Public Library
Association)
3) It’s a classic and it’s a gem.
Definitions:
Personal pronouns: I, you, he, she, it, we, and they. We chose to limit the data
collection to only personal pronouns in the subject position because there could be too
many syntactic variables to analyze if all pronouns were a part of the study.
Anaphoric: a pronoun that refers to something that has been previously stated.
Example: Bob and Tina went to the beach. They went surfing.
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Deictic: a pronoun that refers to something that you must already know or you have to be
there to understand.
Example: We looked at the painting.
Null: a pronoun is neither anaphoric nor deictic. No referent is listed.
Referent: what the pronoun is referring to. The cat is scratching the couch again. He is
driving me crazy. Subject pronoun he has a referent the cat.
*Clear indicates that the referent is close by and is easily discerned.
*Unclear indicates that there is no clear referent or the only meaning could be discovered
from the picture on the page.
Methodology: We collected data by highlighting all personal pronouns in the subject
position in a 4-page text sample from The Cat in the Hat. We then counted the total
amount used. We also calculated if the pronoun was anaphoric or deictic. Finally, we
determined if the pronoun had a clear referent or not.

Pronouns
analyzed

Number of
times used

Anaphoric

Deictic

Anaphoric
and Deictic
or null

Clear
Referent

Unclear
Referent

Data Collected

I
You
It
He
We

8
3
1
4
7

7
1
0
4
1

1
2
0
0
5

0
0
1
0
1

6
0
0
4
0

2
3
1
0
7

Totals

23

13

7

2

10

13
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Conclusions:
1. There were a lot of pronouns used in 4 pages. This was surprising because normally
when you read, you’re not looking for that pattern.
2. I was the most commonly used pronoun. Interestingly, the I didn’t always refer to the
same referent.
3. Most pronouns were anaphoric.
4. More than 50% of the total pronouns were unclear.
4. Analysis of data: It was difficult to determine the big picture. What is the overarching essential topic? How does this influence your teaching on a day-to-day level?
We learned we would totally change how we would do our read-alouds.
5. Presenting findings: You need to be succinct and the codes have to be carefully
labeled related to your topic. If not, it will taint your results.
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